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The Good Lie

Get
Involved

by D.F. Bailey. Turnstone Press, 2007, pbk, $19.95
Paul Wakefield is an ordinary
Victoria guy. He works for the
provincial government, lives on a quiet
Oak Bay street, pays his bills and takes
care of his family. One day he takes a
kayak lesson off the Oak Bay Marina,
but somewhere out near Chatham and
Discovery the sea turns choppy and
a fog rolls in, and a sporty day on the
very doorstep of home becomes an
interlude of horror. Paul is capsized
in the fog along with the young girl in
the next kayak, and when in clinging
hysteria she threatens to drown him,
he strikes her on the head with his
kayak paddle.
The kayakers are rescued, one now
in a coma and the other in shock.
The bulk of The Good Lie explores
the aftermath. Only Paul knows
exactly what happened in the fog, and
he is desperately committed to not
saying. In subsequent days of anxiety,
high blood pressure and insomnia
he calculates that if he confesses to
striking the girl, he and his family will
lose everything, and who will gain?
The girl will still be in a coma, her
parents still mad with grief, and the
insurance companies will then not pay
for her medical needs.
D.F. Bailey has lived in Oak Bay
since 1981, and this novel is in
part a “testament to my love of
Victoria.” It is speckled with scenes
in local landmarks: Paul finds himself
musing on “peace, order and good
government” on Government Street,
meeting an artist in Fan Tan Alley,
listening to Louise Rose at the Empress
and walking his neighbour’s dog
on Anderson Hill. He is someone
you might meet any day, says his
creator, but after he encounters the
unpredictable “I had no idea how the
book would end.” Bailey’s creative
method is to follow the character. “I
write as an act of discovery,” he says in
conversation.
Before becoming an instructor in
fiction and journalism at UVIC, a

job from which he recently
retired after 22 years, Bailey
earned a Master’s Degree
in Counselling Psychology.
The mysteries of the mind
and of human motivation
have been his subject
both as psychologist and
as novelist. Can a lie be
“good,” he asks us to
consider, and can you still
consider youself “good” if
you tell a crucial one?
Do we like this
character Paul? Nobody
could call him morally
brave, but would
any of us be braver,
facing his dilemma?
In extremis, selfpreservation kicks in
automatically. After his
crisis in the water, for
motives most kindly
described as mixed,
Paul hides the truth
about his actions, and remorse, fear
and self-protectiveness ensue. This
stew of emotion colours the rest
of the story which unfolds darkly
under the peaceful surface of the
Oak Bay we thought we knew.
The book raises serious questions,
but it is also entertaining to see
our neighbourhoods and familiar
landmarks turning up on the literary
map.
In his confusion Paul takes to
reading the ancient Stoics, but he is
not really of that camp. He is more of
a Utilitarian – he justifies his lie by
deciding that it creates the greatest
happiness, or the least unhappiness,
for the greatest number. Especially for
himself. He is not then some sort of
monster of depravity, more a midget of
mendacity. He shows little compassion
for the grief of the comatose girl’s
parents, especially after the father
begins apparently stalking his own son
at school, which allows Paul to reframe

Barbara Julian is proprietor of Overleaf Books
(2865 Foul Bay Road), which as well as used books specializes
in retailing new works by local authors.

 Joseph Blake

the drama with himself as the victim.
About two thirds of the way along,
the story takes a sudden swerve
toward the gruesome. Soon after, an
even gorier scene occurs and we now
find ourselves in classic hard-boiled
detective story territory (complete
with detective). “In some ways it is a
difficult read,” says Bailey.
This is D.F. Bailey’s third novel, and
the only one set mainly in Oak Bay.
Now retired from his position teaching
and directing UVIC’s co-op job-finding
program for writers, he is working on
his next book.
Readers: to find out how successfully
Paul gets away with his lie you must
continue his tale of moral searching
for yourselves. Afterwards, should you
ever find yourselves taking tea at the
Kiwanis cafe at Willows Beach, you
might never again see the placid bay
before you with quite the same eyes.
Barbara Julian is proprietor of
Overleaf Books (2865 Foul Bay Road),
which as well as used books specializes
in retailing new works by local
authors.

During the recent municipal election, all of the
candidates spoke in favour of more community
engagement and more transparent governance. Now
that we’ve elected a new mayor and council, it’s up to
all citizens to make that promise a reality.
42% of Oak Bay’s citizens turned out to vote. That is
pathetic, but far better than the province-wide average
of 29.5%. Locally, only Metchosin topped Oak Bay with
48.8% voting. Esquimalt with 18% and Langford with
14% won the race to the bottom of municipal apathy in
the Capital Region.
I think more community engagement and more
transparent governance can boost these anemic voter
turn-outs.
“I don’t know enough about the issues” and “I don’t
know enough about the candidates” were a constant
refrain that I heard at social gatherings during the
election. These citizens didn’t think that they knew
enough to vote and sadly hadn’t made much effort
to educate themselves on municipal issues and
candidates’ platforms. They weren’t uneducated, just
disengaged from the democratic process.
At the municipal level candidates’ platforms spoke
to issues that affect citizen’s daily lives. Now that the
election is over we all need to work to make Oak Bay
an even better place to live, work, raise families, and
grow old happy and healthy. The new council is going
to work on drafting a revised community plan that will
guide the municipality over the next few years. It will
take input from all of us to make that plan a tool to
support the Oak Bay lifestyle that we all cherish.
It should include designated bike paths (finally!) and
hopefully new housing for young families and elders
who want to stay in the neighborhood. This may mean
offering incentives to developers to create smaller,
more affordable types of accommodation along the
municipality’s main traffic corridors and transit routes.
It may mean legal secondary suites and experiments
with carriage houses and other forms of housing. It
will definitely mean lots of hard work and the difficult,
messy business that is the essence of democracy.

Join our Community Association of Oak Bay.
Contact your council members and
volunteer your expertise. Let’s get busy!

OAK BAY EMERGENCY PROGRAM – BUILDING A RESILIENT COMMUNITY
“EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS BEGINS WITH YOU”
WORKSHOPS
TUESDAY, MARCH 13 OR TUESDAY, MAY 8
6:45 pm to 9:00 pm
Windsor Park Pavilion

“KEEPING SAFE”
A PREPAREDNESS WORKSHOP FOR SENIORS
THURSDAY, APRIL 26 • 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm
Monterey Recreation Centre
Pre-register at the MRC Registration Desk
or by calling 250-370-7300

These interactive workshops will provide you with information on understanding the risks and being prepared
to be self-sufficient for a minimum of 7 days after an emergency or major disaster.

FIRE EXTINGUISHER TRAINING
SATURDAY, APRIL 14
10 am to Noon
Oak Bay Fire Hall,
1703 Monterey
Learn how to use your
fire extinguishers.

OAK BAY EMERGENCY PROGRAM
1703 Monterey Avenue
Victoria, BC V8R 5V6
Telephone: 250-592-9121 (ext 7512)
Email: coordinator@oakbayemergency.com

All workshops are FREE. To pre-register call 250-592-9121 ext 7512 or email coordinator@oakbayemergency.com

www.caob.ca

www.caob.ca
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President’s
Report

Community Development
 Nora Curry, Director CAOB

Community Development is a process which starts with
a collection of people such as our Community Association
of Oak Bay. Our purpose is to build on the strengths of the
Oak Bay we know and love. Membership is open. We can
encourage fun events and serious discussion of heritage,
care of parks, support of Oak Bay and Monterey Recreation
Centers.
There are no age barriers in good Community
Development process. We want the best High School going
and are going to see it happen in the next two years. We work
(roll up our sleeves) to preserve our beautiful spaces. We
have completed a detailed mapping project which highlights
our many mutual assets that will be our strategic guide
You can join in this process it should be and it is FUN, for
just $10 a year.

Become a member of the Community Association of Oak Bay by sending $10.00 to 2655
Dewdney Ave. VIctoria V8R 3M3 with your name, address, phone no. and email address.

Oak Bay Hearing Clinic

The Connection between
Heart and Hearing Health
D
 r. Erin Wright, Au.D, Doctor of Audiology

Many of us know that February is heart health
month. What is lesser known, is the connection
between the heart and the ear. People with heart
disease should get their hearing checked because of
the link between cardiovascular and hearing health,
according to the Better Hearing Institute. Likewise,
anyone with hearing loss should pay close attention to
their cardiovascular health. To help people accomplish
this, Oak Bay Hearing Clinic is offering a free, and
confidential hearing test.
The inner ear is extremely sensitive to blood flow.
Studies have shown that a healthy cardiovascular
system—a person’s heart, arteries, and veins—has a
positive effect on hearing. Conversely, inadequate
blood flow to the blood vessels of the inner ear can
contribute to hearing loss.
Some researchers hypothesize that because the inner
ear is so sensitive to blood flow, abnormalities in the
condition of blood vessels here could be noted earlier
than in other, less sensitive parts of the body.
In one study published in the June 2011 issue
of the Journal of the American Geriatrics Society,
researchers looked at hearing sensitivity in older
adults and its association with cardiovascular risk
factors. They concluded that modifiable risk factors
for cardiovascular disease may play a role in the
development of age-related hearing loss. Risk factors
associated with poorer hearing sensitivity in men
include; high triglyceride levels, high resting heart rate,
and a history of smoking. In women, poor hearing
sensitivity was associated with; high body mass index,
high resting heart rate, fast aortic pulse-wave velocity

(PWV), and low ankle–
arm index (AAI).
Numerous studies
have linked untreated
hearing loss to a wide
range of physical and emotional conditions, including
impaired memory and ability to learn new tasks,
reduced alertness, increased risk of personal safety,
irritability, negativism, anger, fatigue, tension, stress,
depression, and diminished psychological and overall
health. But the vast majority of people with hearing
loss can benefit from hearing aids. And eight out of ten
hearing aid users report improvements in their quality
of life.
“Getting a baseline hearing test is always a good
idea”, says Dr. Erin Wright of Oak Bay Hearing Clinic.
“It is important to know where you stand and if there
are any medical conditions impacting your hearing.
When you come to our clinic, a case history will be
taken then you will move into a sound proof booth
where many different aspects of your hearing are
assessed. After the test, the results are fully explained
and a report is sent to your family doctor. This
comprehensive approach is just good for overall
health care. “

To celebrate Health Heart Month,
Oak Bay Hearing Clinic will be offering
free assessments. Call 250-479-2921
to book yours today.
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Rummage Sale
Feb 25 9am-1pm
Monterey Recreation Centre

1442 Monterey Ave 250-370-7300

www.recreation.oakbay.ca

YOUR place for evening and
weekend Adult Courses!

Oak Bay
Volunteer Services

One-to-one volunteer
help to individuals of all ages.
Call for help, to volunteer or donate.

www.oakbayvolunteers.bc.ca

250-595-1034

Hope you have been enjoying our wonderful winter
weather here in Oak Bay. Once the week of snow
melted, we were able to get back to pruning in our
gardens and walking throughout our spectacular
municipality.
Final edits and art work on the Oak Bay Community
Green Map are being made and publishing date is not
far off.
The Community Association of Oak Bay (CAOB)
participated in a Community Services Expo at the
Monterey Recreation Centre. A wide variety of
organizations joined in to make this afternoon
informative and very helpful. Thanks to Denise Savoie
for hosting and organizing this event.
Members of CAOB have been appointed to various
new Municipal Committees and Working Groups.
The CAOB will be holding our 3rd Annual General
Meeting on the afternoon of Saturday, March 31, at
1pm, once again at the Monterey Recreation Centre
and we would like you to attend. Become a member
check out www.caob.ca for further details.
Community Association Of Oak Bay Objectives
Foster community involvement in all development
and land use planning
Support development and co-operative use of
community facilities
Promote safety and well-being of community
residents
Maintain the character of Oak Bay in harmony
with the environment
Encourage the formation of neighbourhood
associations
On Sunday, April 22, join our parade from Oak Bay
Municipal Hall through our magnificent community
to celebrate Earth Day 2012. Plans are underway to
meet the Friends of Uplands Park at Cattle Point at
noon, get involved in this global celebration, call Jill at
250-595-6284.

Tom Croft

President
Community Association of Oak Bay
tomcroft@telus.net

Council Corner
 Nils Jensen

“Change with the times, keep an open mind, or you’ll
wake up and find the world’s left you behind”, words
penned by the late disco hit maker Van McCoy over
35 years ago.
These words reflect the many exciting changes taking
place on the newly elected Oak Bay Council as we strive
to live up to the sentiments expressed by Van McCoy.
To begin, we changed the format of our Committee of
the Whole meetings to encourage resident participation
and collaborative problem solving. We’ve tried to create
a setting that is informal, open and inviting. Our aim
is to reduce the ‘intimidation factor’ speakers felt when
addressing council. I invite you to drop by on a Monday
evening to see how it works and give us feedback on the
new arrangement.
Council has also established two working groups
to move us ahead. One group is looking for ways to
widen community engagement, including holding
regular town hall meetings and improving the Oak Bay
municipal website. The other group is mandated to lay
the groundwork for the process of renewing our Official
Community Plan, which will begin in the Spring.
We’ve also established two new citizen advisory
committees. One, the Active Transportation Advisory
Committee, will look at ways we can modernize our
infrastructure, including cycling walking and public
transit. The second, the Environmental Advisory
Committee is mandated to make recommendation on
how we can make Oak Bay ‘greener’ in every way.
We are indeed living in changing times.

www.caob.ca
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A Tale of Two Walkers
 by Lesley Ewing

This story begins with two walkers
on a cold damp December day. One
walker is an elderly woman pushing a
metal walking aid along the sidewalk.
I am the other walker, heading east
towards the Village on the north side
of Oak Bay Avenue near Elgin Street.
Approaching the elderly woman
from behind, I stepped down into
the road to pass her, as the sidewalk
is very narrow. A feeble voice called
out “Sorry about that…” Turning
around to face the woman, I assured
her she shouldn’t be sorry, and it
was the narrow sidewalk that made
it impossible for us to pass each
other. “Yes” she said, “It makes it very
difficult for people like me. We don’t
want to hold others up.” I smiled and
told her no apology was necessary, and
continued on my way.
It brought another incident to mind.
A few weeks back while driving along
a busy arterial road, I stopped at a
flashing pedestrian crosswalk. An
elderly man shuffled quickly across
the road, hurrying along so as not to
hold up traffic but almost tripping
and falling in the effort. Take your
time, I thought, I’m in no hurry. And
since when did I become Master and
Commander of the Road just because I
sit behind the wheel of a car?
Both of these encounters occurred
within a short walking distance of
three seniors residential complexes,
and at least three other seniors-only
apartments and condominiums.
It raised questions about whether

those who walk slowly or use
mobility aids (walkers, scooters,
wheelchairs, etc.) might
be discouraged from going
outdoors to shop, bank, use the
library, or the seniors centre
because they cannot navigate a
narrow sidewalk.
Or get past telephone pole
obstructions. Or cross the
road quickly enough to satisfy
impatient drivers. Or hurry
across the intersection during
the automated traffic ‘Walk’
signal countdown.
How many of the elderly have or will
become socially isolated, or be unable
to continue active and independent
lifestyles? In the transportation
hierarchy, shouldn’t we consider
the needs of all members of our
community?
A narrow sidewalk not only
discourages persons with mobility
aids. It also disrupts and dissuades
normal pedestrian shopping and
business activity. The two major
commercial/retail/shopping areas of
Oak Bay Avenue are split and isolated
by the lack of continuity caused by the
bottleneck sidewalks running from
Wilmot Street to Mitchell Street on
both sides of the Avenue.
Yet that strip of Oak Bay Avenue
provides excessive width for two motor
vehicle lanes, while pedestrians are
starved for space on the sidewalks
and cyclists are equally marginalized.
And is it fair that I can park my car for

Many people in your

Community need the personal
assistance of a
Volunteer.
Volunteer
hours in this public space, while lessabled, and those pushing baby prams
are forced into the street? And what
about bike parking?
Surely this gap also represents a
missed opportunity for the Oak Bay
business community to realize the full
potential of improving the links to
these commercial areas? An informal
survey of people in the Village in
March 2011 revealed that many
arrived on foot, bus, or bike and spent
amounts of money equal to those who
arrived by car.
The municipal Oak Bay Active
Transportation Strategy* contains
a number of recommendations
for improving our infrastructure.
An advisory committee will soon
be created by the municipality to
assist with setting priorities for
implementation. Watch for more
information coming soon and think
about how our public spaces can be
more accessible to everyone.

There is no old age security ‘crisis’
 Denise Savoie, MP

When the Prime Minister speculated
about increasing the age of eligibility
for Old Age Security, he triggered
a flood of letters and phone calls –
and created widespread worry and
uncertainty.
It was irresponsible of Mr. Harper
to tell the world of his plans rather
than discuss this important issue with
Canadians first. And irresponsible to
manufacture a crisis by overstating
future costs.
According to the Parliamentary
Budget Officer, Canada’s Old Age
Security program is sustainable in
the long run despite a growth in our
senior population. We are told that
the cost of OAS will explode from $36
billion a year to $106 billion. Those
alarmist numbers do not factor in

inflation, which dramatically reduces
that projected cost, or the growth in
the Canadian economy and increased
working population, according to
Statistics Canada.
Modest, incremental increases in
Canada Pension Plan premiums are
the way to provide real, sustainable
retirement security. Expanding
the GIS is the way to lift the most
vulnerable seniors out of poverty,
not expecting older workers to wait
until age 67 to receive OAS. All that
this plan will achieve is downloading
more costs onto provinces by adding
to the number of people applying for
provincial assistance.
The government is choosing to
give tax breaks to corporations like
Caterpillar, who then pull up stakes,

taking their
money and
jobs elsewhere.
Let’s
reconsider
flawed policies,
like the costly and ill-conceived crime
bill, and invest in practical, affordable
measures to lift every senior out of
poverty and make Canada a more
equal society for all.
In closing, I would like to invite
you to my Annual Celebration of
International Women’s Day.
Annual Celebration of
International Women’s Day
Sun, Mar 11, 1-3 pm at The Belfry.
Please call 250-363-3600 to RSVP.

Drivers
Needed

O BVS

Even one drive per month would help!

Oak Bay Volunteer
O
ak Bay VOlunteer SerViceS
Services
Needs Drivers
Call us at: 250-595-1034

We are always looking for additional drivers,
especially during the “snowbird” months when
many of our drivers choose to travel.
Drives are provided primarily for clients unable
to manage by bus or taxi, for financial or health
related reasons. As our clients age we find they
require more assistance with shopping and other
errands, in addition to their medical appointments.
This increases our need for more drivers.
Extenuating or short-term circumstances are taken
into account and each situation is assessed on its
own merit. A saying we use is, “If in doubt, help
out!”
Could you drive for one or more drives per
month, at your convenience? We are flexible with
scheduling to meet the availability of our drivers.
Drivers can be reimbursed for their mileage.
A new driver said, “It’s a great way to contribute
in our own community, and it only takes a modest
amount of time.”
It is essential that Oak Bay Volunteer Services
recruit a larger cadre of drivers to ensure the
continuation of this most valued service. If you
know of a friend, neighbour, or family member who
might become a volunteer driver, please encourage
them to contact the office. If you want to volunteer
as a driver, call us. YOU’LL BE GLAD YOU DID!

Oak Bay Volunteer Services
Phone: 250-595-1034
Email: obvs@oakbayvolunteers.bc.ca
Visit: 101 – 2167 Oak Bay Ave.
(Lower level of Municipal Hall)
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Dentistry for the Whole Family
Family & Cosmetic Dentistry • Implants • Invisalign

Dr Cheryl Handley
New patients and emergencies welcome
“Dedicated to patient comfort”
2108 Oak Bay Ave • Tel: 250 598 1313
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Heritage Oak Bay

Community Association
of Oak Bay

Oak Bay is once again
entering the conflict zone

Annual
General Meeting

R
 ichard Collier

Our community’s heritage values
stand in opposition to a proposal to
demolish a hundred year old home
sited on two lots in order to build two
new dwellings.
With no meaningful program to
conserve heritage houses even after
many similar conflicts in the past,
maybe it’s time to ask, does the public
really care, or is it good enough to just
vote for any candidate-for-councilor
who proclaims their dedication to Oak
Bay’s heritage, and hope for the best?
Past conflicts always draw out the
dedicated heritage advocates, and
several councilors have consistently
demonstrated their commitment.
But there’s only so much they can
do without any meaningful heritage
program. And it’s usually too late to
either reduce unproductive conflict, or
conserve heritage buildings.
This conflict-generating proposal is
a textbook case. A very good example
of a 1911 Craftsman bungalow
style home at 1231 Victoria Avenue
straddles two lots and is sited to
provide a large front yard with Garry
oak trees. Although mainly hidden by a
hedge, this is an iconic Oak Bay image,
and one that is repeated elsewhere on
this picturesque street. Once cleared of
this large heritage home, the two lots
will be ready for development.
The developer is following all the
rules, and Council is using all its

Richard Collier is
conservation consultant
in charge of restoration at
three National Historic Sites,
and is a member of the Oak
Bay Heritage Commission

Contact
Information

www.caob.ca

Sat, Mar 31 • 1pm
Monterey Recreation Centre
Mark your calendar with this important date to
find out about your Community Association
and how you can become involved.
www.caob.ca

•••
Friends Of Uplands Park (FOUP)

Grant Keddie

Thurs, Mar 8 • from 7-9pm,
Windsor Park Pavillion
•••
This Bungalow style home is not under threat of demolition, is well-cared for by its owners, and is one of
the several heritage houses that contribute to the Victoria Avenue streetscape

power, which in this case is limited
to the implementation of a 60-day
demolition freeze. City Hall may
attempt to persuade the developer to
keep the large house and build another
in the front yard.
The oft-asked question is what do
they do in Victoria?
Well, their highly developed 40-year
old program would in all likelihood
have identified a potential conflict like
Oak Bay’s current one, early enough
to have the house protected through
designation, recognized through
a community heritage register, or
included in a heritage conservation
area. These mechanisms were put in
place decades ago after an onslaught
of weekly demolition sales in the
1970’s. Public support for protection of
heritage outweighed public mistrust of
development restrictions.
Well-resourced, supported by
council and guided by one of the best

front-line heritage planners on the
continent, Victoria’s heritage program
works well.
Oak Bay cannot realistically achieve
this level of success over the next few
years. But we must make a start and
build on our program year after year.
So where could we make our
heritage interests known? Likely a few
ways: the upcoming official community
plan review, the always available-tolisten mayor and individual council
members, and the newly formed Oak
Bay Heritage Commission. Over the
next few months the Commission will
start to plan a strategy and develop
some program options to put before
council for their consideration.
If in the next few years we can
reduce the extent of the conflict zone
as well as conserve some more of Oak
Bay’s heritage, we’ll be much better off
as a community.

Jill Croft
Community Association of Oak
Bay Administrator, Editor
jillcroft@telus.net 250-595-6284

Published by:
Community Association
of Oak Bay
The views expressed in the Oak
Bay Connector do not necessarily
reflect the views of CAOB.

MEMBERSHIP: $10 per year

Earth Day
Celebration
Sun, Apr 22 • noon
Uplands Park

friendsofuplandspark.wordpress.com

This publication kindly sponsored by the following
community minded business

– seedling Sponsor –
Lawyers,
Mediators, Collaborative Law
www.brownhenderson.bc.ca
(practice restricted to family law)

Trudi Brown, Q.C. | Jane Henderson, Q.C
–Kay
ACORN
Melbye Sponsor
| Aesha Faux–
Laura Atkinson (Articled Student)
Athlone Court 217 – 2187 Oak Bay Ave, Victoria, BC
250 595 2220 | www.brownhenderson.bc.ca

To advertise in

Oak Bay Connector
contact

Tricia

Stringfellow

The Community Association of Oak Bay is seeking sponsors for the Oak Bay Connector.
Make a difference in your community by becoming an Oak Tree, Seedling or Acorn sponsor.

250.381.3633 ext. 283
tstringfellow@oakbaynews.com

For more info call Jill Croft at jillcroft@telus.net 250-595-6284 or
to advertise contact Tricia Stringfellow at tstringfellow@oakbaynews.com 250-381-3633 ext 283
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Ida Chong
MLA,
Oak Bay
250.598.8398
Gordon Head
250.472.8528

www.idachongmla.bc.ca

Quality care
fo
for your smile
Dr Mer
Meridith Standridge, B. Sc., D.M.D.
Suite 307–1830 Oak Bay Ave

New patients welcome

Call 250 595 4478

